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Josephson Directional Amplifier for Quantum Measurement of Superconducting Circuits
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We realize a microwave quantum-limited amplifier that is directional and can therefore function without
the front circulator needed in many quantum measurements. The amplification takes place in only one
direction between the input and output ports. Directionality is achieved by multipump parametric
amplification combined with wave interference. We have verified the device noise performances by using it
to read out a superconducting qubit and observed quantum jumps. With an improved version of this device,
the qubit and preamplifer could be integrated on the same chip.
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Quantum nondemolition (QND) measurements often
require probing a quantum system with a signal containing
only a few photons [1]. Measuring such a weak signal with
high fidelity in the microwave domain involves a high-gain,
low-noise chain of amplifiers. However, state-of-the-art
amplifiers, such as those based on high electron mobility
transistors (HEMT), are not quantum limited [2]; they add
the noise equivalent of about 20 photons at the signal
frequency when referred back to the input. They can also
have strong in-band and out-of-band backaction on the
quantum system. In an attempt to minimize the noise added
by the output chain, quantum-limited amplifiers based on
parametric processes [3–7] have been recently developed
and used as preamplifiers before the HEMT [8–11]. These
quantum-limited devices, however, amplify in reflection
[3,4,7] and some of them [3,4] have in addition strong
reflected pump tones in-band which cause undesirable
excess backaction on the quantum system. These devices
also do not protect the measured system from backaction
originating higher up in the amplification chain. Thus,
nonreciprocal devices, such as circulators and isolators, are
required in these measurements both to separate input from
output and to protect the quantum system from unwanted
backaction.
To achieve nonreciprocity, circulators and isolators
exploit a magneto-optical effect known as Faraday rotation,
which relies on ferrites and permanent magnets, in order to
distinguish between polarized waves propagating in
opposite directions [12,13]. Despite the reliability and
good isolation of these components, utilizing them in
low-noise quantum measurements of superconducting circuits has several drawbacks: 1) they are large in size, thus
limiting the scalability of quantum systems, 2) their reliance on magnetic materials prevents integration on chip
using present technology and makes them incompatible
with superconducting circuits, and 3) they add noise to the
processed signal as a result of their insertion loss; this
loss is particularly critical when they precede the
preamplifier.
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Hence, the question which we are addressing in this
Letter is whether it is possible in principle to build a twoport directional amplifier based on the Josephson effect,
which 1) works in the microwave domain (e.g., 4–12
GHz), 2) amplifies in one direction (i.e., nonreciprocal),
3) can amplify both quadratures of the microwave field
(i.e., it is phase preserving), 4) adds a minimum amount of
noise required by quantum mechanics (i.e., it is quantum
limited), 5) is matched to the input and output, 6) has as
little in-band and out-of-band excess backaction on quantum systems as possible, where backaction here refers to
the excess noise above the quantum noise which the device
sends back to its input when amplifying a signal, and 7) has
gain, bandwidth, frequency tunability, and dynamic range
comparable to existing state-of-the-art parametric amplifiers [7,14].
As we show in this work, the answer to this question is
an affirmative yes. Earlier implementations of directional
amplifiers have met with difficulties in satisfying all the
aforementioned criteria. For example, superconducting
quantum interface device (SQUID)-based directional
amplifiers, such as the microstrip SQUID amplifier
(MSA) [15–17] and the superconducting low-inductance
undulatory galvanometer (SLUG) [18,19], dissipate energy
on chip and have out-of-band backaction which still
requires using circulators in quantum measurements
[20]. There is also a different type of directional amplifier
known as the traveling-wave parametric amplifier in which
the nonlinearity of the kinetic inductance of superconducting transmission lines [21] or Josephson junctions [22] is
exploited in order to parametrically amplify weak propagating signals. To the best of our knowledge, the added
noise and backaction of this type of amplifier has not yet
been fully characterized in a quantum measurement.
The Josephson directional amplifier (JDA) consists of
two nominally identical nondegenerate quantum-limited
amplifiers, known as the Josephson parametric converter
(JPC) [6,7], coupled together through their signal and idler
ports [23]. As shown previously, coupling two JPCs
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together can, under certain conditions, generate directional
amplification for a certain applied pump phase difference
between the two stages [24]. However, despite the relatively good performances of the proof-of-principle device
presented in Ref. [24], it had three main shortcomings:
1) the reflection gain at the desired working point is only
suppressed on one port of the device, 2) the added noise and
backaction of the device cannot be easily modeled or
characterized, and 3) the precise interfering modes which
give rise to directional amplification could not be pinned
down exactly.
In this Letter, we develop a novel coupling scheme
between the two JPCs which meets the requirements for
quantum measurements, resolves the problems of the
previous design, and leads to a calculable amplifier [23].
The basic idea of the JDA is to transform the nonreciprocal
phase of the JPC in the transmission-gain mode, which is
set by the phase of the pump drive, into a nonreciprocal
amplitude response in the full device, by way of wave
interference between different paths. These are formed by
coupling two JPCs with the same characteristics together
through their signal and idler ports. The signal ports are
coupled through a symmetric 50=50 beam splitter (i.e., 90
degree hybrid), while the idler ports are connected together
in a feedback loop with adequate attenuation. The beam
splitter on the signal ports serves as an interferometer,
which splits and combines incoming and outgoing waves,
and nulls reflections under certain conditions. The feedback
loop on the idler side with the attenuation is essential in
order to obtain net gain in the device. As shown in the
Supplemental Material [23], directional amplification can
be generated between ports 1 (input) and 2 (output) of the
device, by operating the two JPCs in amplification mode
with the same gain and applying a phase difference of π=2
between the coherent pump drives feeding the two stages.
To verify that the JDA meets the requirements for
quantum measurements, we have coupled our JDA to a
superconducting qubit-cavity system without any intermediate circulators, as shown in Fig. 1. The main role of the
qubit system is to provide an absolute calibration for the
JDA performances. In particular, using this setup we
demonstrate the capability of the JDA to perform highfidelity QND measurements of the qubit state (see Figs. 2
and 3), and also observe quantum jumps between the
ground and excited states of the qubit (see Fig. 4).
The cavity-qubit system used in the experiment is an
aluminum three-dimensional cavity containing a single
junction transmon [25]. The resonance frequency of the
cavity when the qubit is in the ground state and the cavity
bandwidth are f r;g ¼ 7.7132 GHz and κ=2π ¼ 3.4 MHz,
respectively. The qubit frequency is f eg ¼ 4.35181 GHz
and the state-dependent shift of the resonator frequency is
χ=2π ¼ 3.7 MHz. In the experiment, the read-out tone
frequency f d ¼ 7.71135 GHz was set to be at the center
between the state-dependent resonances f r;g and f r;e , and
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FIG. 1 (color online). Setup used in measuring the performances of the JDA, whose schematic is shown in the inset. A
superconducting cavity-qubit system is connected to the input of
the JDA with no intermediate circulator or isolator stages. A lowpass filter and a directional coupler are inserted in between the
cavity-qubit system and the JDA. The filter protects the cavityqubit system from high-frequency pump photons that can
possibly bounce off the JDA, while the directional coupler
enables biasing the JDA at a desired working point using the
input Probe1 . Similarly, the circulator connected at the output of
the JDA enables measuring the reflection off port 2 of the JDA
using the input Probe2 . The output signal is further amplified
using a cryogenic HEMT amplifier and is demodulated at room
temperature using a quadrature modulation mixer. The inset
displays vector network analyzer measurements of S21 and S22 of
the JDA as a function of frequency detuning relative to the readout frequency f d, taken at the working point employed in the
read-out of the qubit-cavity system.

its power was set to yield an average number of photons
in the cavity of 2.9 during the read-out pulse of length
T m ¼ 250 ns (T m is set to 400 ns in the measurements of
Figs. 3 and 4).
To read out the qubit state, the center frequency of the
JDA was tuned to f d (the corresponding center frequency
on the idler is about 10.75 GHz). This was achieved by
varying the flux threading the eight Josephson junction ring
modulators of the two JPC stages [7,26]. To operate the
JPCs in amplification mode, the frequency of the pump
drive feeding them, which is a coherent nonresonant tone,
was set to f p ¼ 18.464 GHz, i.e., the sum of the center
frequencies of the signal and idler resonators [7]. To
improve stability, the pumps applied to both JPCs are
generated from a split single generator, with one arm
passing through a variable phase shifter and attenuator.
The attenuator was inserted in order to compensate for the
different amount of attenuation on the pump lines, while the
phase shifter was used in order to maximize the directionality of the JDA in the forward direction (jS21 j2 ) for a
certain pump amplitude, and at the same time minimize the
reflection amplitude on port 2 (jS22 j2 ). Such in situ tuning
of the JDA working point was enabled by the addition of a
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FIG. 2 (color online). A comparison between the decoherence
times of the qubit measured with the JDA off (left column) versus
on (right column). Plots (a) and (b) show T 1 and T 2 Ramsey
measurement results, respectively. The red filled circles are data
points while the blue curves are fits. From the fits we get values
for T 1 of 13.8 μs and 14.4 μs, and values for T 2R of 0.62 μs and
0.52 μs for the JDA-off versus -on cases, respectively.

directional coupler at the input of the JDA and a circulator
at its output, as can be seen in Fig. 1. In addition, a low-pass
filter with a cutoff at 11 GHz was added between the cavity
and the JDA mainly as a protection for the cavity-qubit
system from pump photons that can bounce off the JDA
due to the finite isolation (20 dB) between the Σ and Δ ports
of the 180 degree hybrids used for feeding the pumps to the
JDA (see Fig. S6 in the Supplemental Material [23]). The
working point of the JDA at which the data in Figs. 2, 3,
and 4 were taken is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The
forward gain of the device is set to 11.6  1 dB with a
dynamical bandwidth of 15 MHz [23]. It is important to

note that the qubit-cavity can also be measured with the
JDA pump off. This is because the JDA has a unity
transmission in that case [23].
In Fig. 2, we show the relaxation time T 1 and T 2R of the
qubit measured with the JDA off versus on. As can be seen
in the figure, turning the JDA on improves the measurement signal-to-noise ratio without any observed degradation in the relaxation time of the qubit or considerable effect
on T 2R . The fact that the JDA does not alter T 1 provides an
important piece of evidence that it can perform QND
measurements. The relatively short T 2R ≃ 0.6 μs in both
cases can be attributed to the relatively high base temperature of the dilution fridge in the experiment, 54 mK, as
well as the relatively short inverse residence rate of photons
in the cavity, 1=κ ¼ 47 ns. Knowing κ and T 2R , we can
calculate the maximum average number of thermal photons
in the cavity required in order to account for the measured
T 2R , which is given by 1=κT 2R ¼ 0.08. Similarly, by
subtracting the ratio 1=κT 2R for the JDA-on versus -off
cases, we can set a bound of about 0.01 added photons in
the cavity due to the backaction of the JDA. Such a
backaction effect can be due to either a pump power of
about -150 dBm that leaks back from the JDA and
populates a higher resonance mode of the cavity or to
low-gain amplified quantum noise which is transmitted in
the opposite direction (S12 ) at resonance.
To further verify that the JDA performs a QND operation, we have measured the qubit population in the ground
(pg ) and excited (pe ) states with the JDA on versus off
using the measurement method presented in Ref. [27]. In
both measurements, we obtained the same nominal result,
pg ¼ 0.8  0.02 and pe ¼ 0.2  0.02, which shows that
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FIG. 3 (color online). Histograms of the qubit state measured after applying a π pulse or no pulse to the qubit. Panels (a) and (b) show
the histograms measured with the JDA off and on, respectively. In the left and middle columns, we depict two-dimensional histograms of
the qubit state as a function of the I and Q quadratures of the microwave field, expressed in units of the square root of the average
number of photons in the read-out pulse at the output of the JDA. The right column depicts projections of the two-dimensional
histograms for the ground and excited states onto the I quadrature.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Selected individual measurement records
of the JDA-on output. The qubit state traces versus time exhibit
quantum jumps between the ground and excited states of the
qubit. The red and blue dashed lines—which indicate the excited
and ground signal levels of the qubit, respectively—are guides for
the eye.

the JDA does not affect the qubit population. Furthermore,
from these measurements we extract a qubit temperature
of T ¼ 154  4 mK.
On the left side of Fig. 3, we depict two-dimensional
histograms of single-shot measurements of the qubit state
obtained upon applying a π pulse or no pulse to the qubit.
In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we plot the histograms measured
with the JDA off and on, respectively, in both quadratures
of the microwave field, i.e., I and Q, expressed in units of
the square root of the average number of photons in the
read-out pulse at the output of the JDA. As expected,
without applying a pulse (left column) and following a π
pulse (middle column), the majority of the qubit population is in the ground and excited state, respectively.
The main differences between the histograms shown in
Fig. 3(b) compared to Fig. 3(a) are that the histograms in
Fig. 3(b) are broader and more separated, and a small
population in the f state is visible close to the origin,
while it is hidden in Fig. 3(a). In the right column, we
plot projections of the histograms corresponding to the
ground and excited states onto the I quadrature axis. As
can be seen in the bottom plot, with the JDA on, the
Gaussian curves corresponding to the g and e states are
sufficiently separated (about 3.7σ) which allows us to
perform single-shot measurements of the qubit state.
Moreover, from the standard deviations of the measured
histograms for the JDA-off (σ Off ) and -on (σ On ) cases, we
find that the number of noise photons added by the output
chain (with the JDA off) and by the JDA at the signal
frequency when referring back to the input are nsys ¼
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17  1 and nJDA ¼ 0.9  0.4, respectively. The result for
nsys agrees well with our prior knowledge of the noise
temperature of the output line, which is 6.5  1 K. Also,
as predicted by theory [23], nJDA shows that the JDA
indeed operates near the quantum limit, which is n ¼ 1=2
for phase-preserving amplification [2].
In addition, we measured two-dimensional histograms of
the qubit state for different drive powers. This allowed us to
determine the onset of input power at which the JDA starts
to saturate as the histogram separation stops scaling as the
square root of the input power. Using this method, we find
that this power is about 7 photons at the read-out frequency
per inverse cavity bandwidth. This figure of merit can be
improved by enhancing the dynamic range of the JPC
stages that form the JDA [7].
In Fig. 4 we display three selected individual measurement records of the qubit state. The data are digitized with a
sampling time of 20 ns and smoothed with a boxcar filter
with 400 ns width, which corresponds to 8.5 cavity lifetimes. As can be seen in the figure, the traces of the qubit
state versus time exhibit quantum jumps between the g and
e states. It also shows that with the JDA we can perform
single-shot measurements of the qubit state and track its
state in real time, which are essential requirements for many
quantum feedback applications [28,29].
It is important to point out that the JDA gain attained in
this experiment is mainly limited by nonidealities in the
cavity-qubit setup, such as using infrared filters on the
pump lines which are not well matched to 50 ohm [23].
Fixing these problems should allow the JDA to operate at
gains in excess of 20 dB. Other potential improvements to
the present JDA setup (see the Supplemental Material [23]
for a diagram of the JDA implementation) include 1) substituting the commercial hybrids with superconducting onchip versions [30], which have less insertion loss, smaller
phase and amplitude imbalance between the different arms,
and larger isolation between the sum and difference ports in
the case of the 180 degree hybrids, which are part of the
JPC circuit [6,23], 2) substituting the normal coax cable
connecting the two idler feedlines with a superconducting
transmission line, and 3) implementing all components on
the same chip.
In conclusion, we have realized a novel Josephson
directional amplifier suitable for quantum measurements
and demonstrated its performances by reading out the
quantum state of a superconducting qubit. Looking forward, an on-chip version of the directional amplifier
presented in this work can be in principle implemented
using standard microwave technology and fabrication
processes. Moreover, the ability to perform high-fidelity
QND measurements without incorporating intermediate
circulator stages between the qubit and the quantum-limited
amplifier opens the door for realizing quantum systems
with high measurement efficiency, in which qubits and
preamplifiers are integrated on the same chip.
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